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PREAMBLE
Agreement made by and between the Town of Huntington, a 
municipal corporation of the State of New York, having its principal place 
of business at Town Hall, 100 Main Street, Huntington, New York 11743 
as Employer (hereinafter referred to as the Employer or the Town) and 
the Town of Huntington unit of CSEA, Inc., Local 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, 
Suffolk County Local 852, said unit being an unincorporated Association 
affiliated with the Civil Service Employees Association, Inc., which has its 
office and principal place of business at 3 Garet Place, Commack, New 
York 11725 as employee organization (hereinafter referred to as the 
Association of CSEA).
WITNESSETH:
ARTICLE 1 -  RECOGNITION
The Town recognizes the Association as the sole and exclusive 
bargaining agent with respect to salaries, hours and all other terms and 
conditions of employment for those employees contained in the attached 
schedule of grade listing, excluding, however, those individuals who have 
been designated by PERB as managerial/confidential, and also excluding 
all summer, casual, seasonal or temporary employees.
Additional titles may be added to the unit during the term of this 
agreement upon mutual written agreement of the parties.
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ARTICLE 2 -  DUES AND DEDUCTIONS
Section 1: The Employer agrees to deduct from the salaries of its 
employees membership dues and premiums for benefits for the 
Association from those employees who authorize the Employer to deduct 
and transmit monies to the CSEA, Inc., 143 Washington Avenue, Albany, 
New York 12210. Employee authorizations shall be in writing in a 
manner consistent with Section 93-b of the General Municipal Law, 
Chapter 392 of the Laws of 1967.
Section 2: All dues deduction authorizations prior to this 
agreement shall remain in force.
Section 3: Deductions shall be made uniformly and consistently 
on each payday. The funds collected shall be transmitted to the CSEA, 
Inc., 143 Washington Avenue, Albany, New York 12210.
Section 4: Deductions authorized by an employee shall continue 
until the employee notifies the Employer, in writing, of his/her desire to 
discontinue or to change such authorization. The Employer shall send a 
copy of discontinuance to the president of the local or unit and to CSEA 
headquarters in Albany, New York.
Section 5: The CSEA assumes full responsibility for the 
disposition of the funds so deducted once they are transmitted to the 
CSEA.
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Section 6: All new employees shall be given a copy of the current 
CSEA contract and a CSEA membership application. The CSEA shall be 
advised of the hiring of new members of the unit.
Section 7: The Employer also agrees to make deductions covering 
employee deposits in the Suffolk County Federal Credit Union, and to pay 
premiums to cover CSEA automobile insurance upon receipt of an 
employee authorization therefore, in writing, to have such deductions 
made. Deductions authorized by an employee shall continue as so 
authorized unless and until such an employee notifies the Employer, in 
writing, as to his/her desire to discontinue or to change such 
authorization.
Section 8:
a. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Article, the 
Employer agrees to institute Agency Shop provisions and procedures in 
accordance with applicable statutes and laws.
b. The agency shop fee shall be collected from every employee 
employed within the unit who is not a member of, or who does not 
choose to join, the Association and which fee shall be collected upon 
completion o f sixty (60) days of full-time employment with the Employer.
c. The Association has an established appeals procedure 
developed in accordance with the provisions of applicable law, and it is 
agreed that the Employer shall be held safe and harmless by the
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Association from any and all claims of any nature whatsoever arising 
from this Article.
d. Nothing contained in this Article is to be construed to mean 
that union membership will be mandatory for all employees.
ARTICLE 3 - MANAGEMENT
Except as otherwise expressly provided in this agreement, nothing 
in this agreement shall be deemed to limit the Employer in the exercise of 
the regular and customary functions of management including, but not 
limited to: the right to hire, supervise and direct the working force; to 
discipline, suspend or to discharge for cause; to transfer or to lay off 
employees for lack of work; to determine the kind, character and class of 
work; to take on work and acquire materials from any sources obtainable; 
to transfer work; to reassign employees; to establish methods and 
processes; to evaluate and slot jobs in the job grading schedule as 
attached hereto and made a part hereof; to establish standards of 
performance; to control the course of flow, methods and systems of 
operations; and to conduct its business in accordance with law.
ARTICLE 4 -  NO STRIKE CLAUSE
Section 1: The Association and the Employer recognize that 
strikes and other forms of work stoppage by public employees are 
contrary to law and public policy. The Association and the Employer 
subscribe to the principle that differences shall be resolved by peaceful 
and appropriate means without interruption of normal duties necessary
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to the operation of the Employer. The Association, therefore, agrees that 
it will not authorize, cause or permit its members to cause any strike, 
stoppage or other interference with operations, nor will any member of 
the Association take part in any strike, stoppage or interference with 
operations.
Section 2: The Employer shall comply in all respects with the 
laws of the State of New York.
Section 3: A violation of this provision shall subject the parties 
and individuals to the penalties provided by law.
ARTICLE 5 -  ASSOCIATION ACTIVITIES
Section 1: The Association agrees that there shall be no 
Association activity of any kind on the Employer’s time, nor shall the 
Association use any of the Employer’s facilities for Association purposes, 
except as otherwise provided in this agreement.
Section 2: There shall be no Association mass meetings on the 
Employer’s premises at any time, except as otherwise provided for herein.
Section 3: The Association may use Employer’s bulletin boards 
for posting notices and other communications for a reasonable period of 
time for the purpose of dealing with proper and legitimate Association 
business.
Section 4: The Employer shall make available to the Association 
the meeting room in Town Hall for Association meetings. Such meetings 
shall be scheduled after working hours, provided five (5) days’ prior
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notice is given to the Employer for the scheduling of same. Mass 
meetings shall not mean Executive Board meetings, for which the request 
for the use of the facilities shall be a reasonable length of time before 
such meeting.
Section 5: Authorized representatives of the Association shall be 
entitled to leave to attend its conventions and authorized special 
meetings. Said leaves shall not exceed ten (10) working days collectively 
in any one (1) calendar year. The employee shall not lose pay as a result 
of attending such conventions or special meetings.
Section 6: Liaison Officer - The Association may appoint a 
Liaison Officer to facilitate improved relations between the employees 
and the Town. The Liaison Officer shall receive full release time and be 
paid at the appropriate classification, including all increases that are 
applicable to the officer’s grade classification.
1/ Alleged violations of this provision, and all other provisions herein 
which contain an asterisk (*), shall be subject to the grievance procedure, 
but shall not be subject to arbitration. This provision shall not be 
construed to bar any other litigation with regard to alleged violations of 
such laws or regulations.
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ARTICLE 6 -  GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE AND ARBITRATION
Section 1: Grievance shall be defined to mean any difference 
which may arise between the parties, or between the Employer and an 
employee covered by this agreement, as to any matter involving the 
interpretation, application or violation of any provision of this 
agreement. Any matter not involving the interpretation, application or 
violation of any provision of the agreement shall not be subject to the 
arbitration clause contained herein.
Section 2: Grievances shall be processed as follows:
Step 1: The aggrieved employee shall present his/her
grievance, in writing, to the Department Head, with a copy to the 
Association President, within fifteen (15) business days o f the date the 
employee becomes aware of, or should have been aware of, the alleged 
event or occurrence which gives rise to the grievance. The Department 
Head shall respond to the employees’ alleged grievance, in writing, within 
ten (10) business days of its receipt.
Step 2: If the grievance has not been satisfactorily resolved at
Step 1, or if the Department Head does not timely respond, the grievance 
may be referred to the Supervisor or his/her designee no later than ten 
(10) business days after the completion of the Step 1 process. The 
Supervisor or his/her designee shall issue a written response within ten 
(10) business days of its receipt at Step 2.
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Step 3: If the grievance is not satisfactorily resolved at Step 2,
or if no Step 2 decision is timely issued, the grievance may be referred to 
an arbitrator selected pursuant to the rules of the New York State Public 
Employees Relations Board and/or the American Arbitration Association 
no later than twenty (20) working days after the date the grievance was 
submitted at Step 2.
Section 3: The costs of the arbitration, including transcript fees if 
either party requests a transcript and the arbitrator’s fee (but not 
attorneys’ fees, if any) shall be shared equally by the Association and the 
Town.
Section 4: Any grievance not timely appealed to Step 2 or Step 3 
shall be deemed settled and resolved on the basis of the last decision, 
unless the parties have mutually agreed in writing to extend the 
applicable limitations period.
Section 5: The arbitrator shall have no authority to amend, 
modify, nullify, ignore, add to or subtract from any of the provisions o f 
this agreement. The arbitrator shall have no authority to make any 
decision except on the specific issue submitted, and shall have no 
authority to render an award or fashion any remedy contrary to, 
inconsistent with or varying from the express terms of this agreement or 
any applicable provision of law. A  decision and remedy consistent with 
the terms of this agreement shall be final and binding.
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Section 6: The time limits prescribed herein may be extended 
only by written agreement between the Association and the Employer. 
Any such extensions shall not be construed as a past practice or 
precedent, and shall not constitute a waiver of either party’s right to 
decline to extend the time limits prescribed herein in other situations.
ARTICLE 7 -  TIME OFF FOR GRIEVANCES
Section 1: Whenever it is necessary for the President or the 
authorized representative of the Association to take time off for 
investigation or processing a grievance, he/she will give his/her 
Department Head reasonable notice of his/her absence. Whenever it is 
necessary for those Association members to be absent from work to 
attend a grievance meeting, they shall give their Department Head 
reasonable prior notice thereof.
Section 2: In the event the President of the unit is unavailable 
(e.g., sick, vacation, convention, out of town, etc.), a designated 
alternative representative shall be permitted to investigate or process 
grievances during working hours without loss of pay.
Section 3: Whenever it is necessary for an employee to be present 
at a grievance meeting in any step, or in an arbitration case, he/she shall 
not lose pay as a result thereof.
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ARTICLE 8 -  LABOR AND MANAGEMENT MEETINGS
Section 1: There shall be a Labor-Management Committee to be 
composed of no more than three (3) representatives of the Town and 
three (3) representatives of the Association.
Meetings shall be held at mutually convenient times on a monthly 
basis to discuss matters of mutual concern including, but not limited to, 
the unit and grade placement of new titles, modification of existing titles, 
career ladders, working conditions, off site child care, study of 
compressed work week, study of different health programs, health 
payments for retirees, blood donor day and possible early retirement 
incentives, life insurance coverage and upgrades.
ARTICLE 9 -  CONTRACTING OUT
Section 1: Except to the extent already permitted by law or by 
contract, the Town will not seek to contract out any functions being 
performed exclusively by CSEA members except that the Town shall have 
the right to subcontract out work, services, consultants and professionals 
in the Department of Engineering, Department of Planning, or its 
successors as long as there is no layoff in the particular department 
which contracts out.
Section 2: If the Town decides to contract out any function and 
the CSEA objects, the CSEA’s sole remedy will be to demand expedited 
arbitration within five (5) days of written notice of the Town’s intent to 
contract out a particular function or functions. Such arbitration will be
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final and binding, will be based on the factors set forth in Section 2 above 
and held under the auspices of the American Arbitration Association. 
Each party will pay half of the cost of such arbitration, including 
administrative fees, transcript costs and the arbitrator’s fee, but 
excluding attorney’s fees.
Section 3: If positions are abolished due to contracting out, 
incumbents will have such “bump and retreat” rights as they may have 
under § 80 of the Civil Service law and the applicable regulations of the 
Suffolk County Civil Service Commission. If the incumbents have no 
position after exercising their bump and retreat rights, if any, the Town 
will transfer them to an existing vacancy, if any, for which they are 
qualified on the best possible lawful basis (e.g., permanent, probationary, 
provisional, temporary). If they are not transferred to a vacant position, 
they will be laid off. For such employees, the Town will continue to 
provide medical benefits under the same terms as are provided to other 
employees for up to six (6) months from the date they are notified of 
their layoff or they find another job, whichever date is earlier, and pay 
three (3) months severance pay. They will also have recall rights with 
seniority calculated from their first date of continuous full-time Town 
employment.
Section 4: It shall be the employee’s obligation to notify the Town 
if any when they obtain other employment, and a failure to notify the 
Town within three (3) days of obtaining such employment shall result in a
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forfeiture of any remaining severance pay and of all rights to recall or 
reinstatement.
ARTICLE 10 -  NEW POSITIONS. VACANCIES AND PROMOTIONS
Section 1: Civil Service job descriptions shall be available to all 
employees at the Personnel Department.
Section 2: The Employer shall post all notices of vacancies that 
are approved to be filled and new positions in each department ten (10) 
days prior to the date when said positions will be filled. If the position is 
not filled within ninety (90) days of posting, then that position must be 
re-posted before it can be filled.
Section 3: A  meeting between the Employer and the Association 
may be held upon the Association’s request to discuss any promotion, 
new position or transfer as to placement in title, grade and step prior to 
the final determination on said position. Such meeting will be for 
informational purposes only.
Section 4: Employees wishing to be considered for a listed 
vacancy or for a new position shall make written application to the 
Personnel Department and such application shall be treated as 
confidentially as practicable.
Section 5: A promotion shall mean a transfer to a higher graded 
job. The employee’s new salary in the new grade shall be the existing 
step that most closely reflects a five percent (5%) increase over his/her 
former grade and step in the current salary schedule.
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Section 6*: Those persons hereafter hired by the Employer shall be 
taken from a certified Civil Service list for the position for which they are 
to be employed. If there is no list available, or if no person appearing on 
the certified list agrees to accept the position offered, then, in that event, 
any prospective employee for the position shall have the necessary 
qualifications required by the Civil Service Commission to be eligible to 
take the test required for the position being offered.
ARTICLE 11 - FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE BY INSPECTORS 
Section 1: Any Inspectors hired after June 18, 1992 must, as a 
condition of employment, complete and file financial disclosure 
statements in accordance with Article n of Chapter 29 of the Code of the 
Town of Huntington, and shall otherwise comply with all provisions of 
Article II as that Article now reads and as it may be amended in the 
future.
Section 2: All employees in Inspector titles as o f June 18, 1992 
are not covered by Section 1 of this Article. As a condition of continued 
employment, all such employees must, within three (3) days of the date 
this agreement is executed by the Town Supervisor, sign under oath the 
statement which is annexed hereto as Appendix C.
ARTICLE 12 - JOB GRADING AND CLASSIFICATION 
Section 1: A copy of the Job Grading and Classification Schedule 
shall be attached hereto.
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Section 2: The Town shall consult the Association and provide 
the Association with the reason(s) for hiring new employees above Step 1 
of their grade where current employees in the same grade, in the same 
department are at a lower Step. The Town’s reason(s) shall not be 
arbitrary and capricious. In the event the Town is found to be arbitrary 
and capricious, the incumbent employee in the department shall be 
moved to the Step of the new hire.
ARTICLE 13 - TEMPORARY TRANSFER
Section 1: Any employee, except those reclassified through a 
desk audit process, performing the work or duties of another higher 
graded employee who is not on vacation shall receive a salary equivalent 
to that of the higher graded position after completion of twenty-five (25) 
consecutive working days in the higher grade.
Section 2: No employees shall be reassigned in the same grade to 
another department without informing the CSEA, the employee 
concerned and the Department Head, at least one (1) week in advance 
thereof.
ARTICLE 14* - NON-DISCRIMINATION
The Employer and the Association agree not to discriminate in any 
way against employees covered by this agreement due to age, marital 
status, religion, national origin, disability and/or military status, alienage, 
citizenship, race, color, creed, gender, political affiliation, union 
affiliation, sex, sexual orientation, domestic partnership, pre-disposing
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genetic characteristic, carrier status or other category applicable under 
federal, state and local laws and regulations.
ARTICLE 15 -  EMPLOYEES* RIGHTS AND REPRESENTATION 
Section 1: *Employees shall have the right, and shall be protected 
in the exercise thereof, freely and without fear of penalty or reprisal, to 
join and assist the Association. The freedom of employees to assist the 
Association shall be recognized as extending to participation in the 
management of the Association and acting for the Association in the 
capacity of an Association officer or representative or otherwise, 
including the right to present Association views and positions to the 
public, to officials of the Town and departments, to members of the 
Town Board or to any other appropriate authority or official.
Section 2: ^Without limiting the foregoing, the Employer agrees 
that it will not aid, promote or finance any labor group or organization 
purporting to engage in collective bargaining or make any agreement with 
any such group or organization which would violate any rights of the 
Association under this agreement or under the law. Further, no 
representative, department official or agent of the Employer shall:
a. interfere with, restrain or coerce employees in the 
exercise of their right to join or refrain from joining the Association;
b. interfere with the formation, existence, operations or 
administration of the Association;
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c. discriminate in regard to employment or conditions of 
employment in order to encourage or discourage membership in the 
Association;
d. discriminate against an employee because he/she has 
given testimony or taken part in any grievance procedures or other 
hearings, negotiations or conferences for or on behalf of the Association; 
or
e. refuse to meet, negotiate or confer on proper matters 
with officers or representatives of the Association as set forth in this 
agreement.
Section 3: The Association agrees not to coerce employees in 
their right to refrain from joining the Association.
ARTICLE 16 -  PROTECTION OF EMPLOYEES
Section 1: *Employees who are appointed from a Civil Service list 
are afforded the protection of Section 75 of the Civil Service Law of the 
State of New York and the Civil Service Rules of Suffolk County.
Section 2: Employees in a non-competitive class shall remain in a 
probationary status during the first six (6) months of employment, and 
such employee may be discharged without cause during this probationary 
period. After six (6) months of service, a non-competitive employee’s 
discharge may be challenged by the Association or by an employee not a 
member of the Association through the grievance procedure if so 
desired*.
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Section 3: The Employer shall provide legal counsel to defend any 
employee as a result of action taken on behalf of the Town within the 
scope of his/her employment.
Section 4: If an assault of an employee during the course of 
his/her employment results in loss of time, the employee shall be paid in 
full and such paid absence shall not be deducted from any sick leave to 
which said employee is entitled.
Section 5: During the first six (6) months of any workers’ 
compensation leave, the Town shall pay the employee his or her full 
salary, less the amount of workers’ compensation benefits, which were 
awarded to or received by the employee during that six (6) month period. 
The Town shall have no obligation to pay any salary or wages to the 
employee after the first six (6) months of such leave.
Section 6: Payments under Section 5 above shall be limited to a 
maximum of six (6) months during an employee’s tenure with the Town.
Section 7: Any employee on workers’ compensation shall not be 
permitted to use vacation or personal time during the period on workers’ 
compensation. The employee will be permitted to use accrued sick time 
during that period. Any employee who is on workers’ compensation will 
be required to remain in the residence that is listed within the Town’s 
records for the period from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. If the employee needs 
to leave the premises for any reason, the employee must gain approval 
from Town Hall. During the 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. period they must be
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available to answer the door in person for a Town representative or 
answer the telephone in person, not by answering machine or cell phone 
for a Town representative asserting the employee’s status within the 
residence. Failing to be available in person or on the telephone will result 
in disciplinary charges being asserted against the employee. Any 
employee on workers’ compensation of a period of more than one (1) 
year may be subject to separation of employment unless the employee is 
authorized to return to full duty to his/her former position by a 
physician or health care professional appointed by the Town. Any and all 
disagreements regarding the appointed health care professional are 
subject to expedited arbitration procedure of the collective bargaining 
agreement.
ARTICLE 17 -  PERSONNEL RECORDS
Section 1: Upon request by the employee, the employee shall be 
permitted to examine his/her official employment personnel file.
Section 2: There shall be only one (1) official employment 
personnel file which shall be located in the Employer’s Personnel Office.
Section 3: No material derogatory to an employee shall be placed 
in his/her personnel file unless he/she has had an opportunity to read 
the material. The Employer shall send a notice of intent to place such 
material in the employee’s personnel file to that employee.
Section 4: Any employee shall have the right to view his/her own 
time records in the Personnel Department.
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ARTICLE 18 -  SENIORITY
Section 1: Seniority shall be based on the date of commencement 
of continuous and full-time employment. Each department shall 
establish and post a current seniority list.
Section 2: *If layoffs become necessary, provisional employees in 
the same title as the targeted position shall be laid o ff before permanent 
employees. After all provisional employees in the department have been 
discharged, if other reductions in the work force are necessary, 
employees shall be discharged in accordance with department seniority. 
Employees are to notified two (2) weeks in advance of lay-offs.
Section 3: *An employee with seniority in the department shall, 
in lieu of the layoff, have a right to be transferred to another 
classification in the place of an employee with less seniority in the 
department, provided this is consonant with Civil Service Law. An 
employee so transferred shall receive the increment in pay nearest to 
his/her previous job.
Section 4: Before hiring new employees, employees who have 
been laid o ff shall be given the opportunity to apply for available jobs. 
Notice to laid-off employees shall be sent by registered or certified mail, 
return receipt requested, to the last known address of such employee. If 
an employee so notified fails to apply for the available work within ten
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(10) days from mailing of the notification, he/she shall be stricken from 
the seniority list.
Section 5: *Transfer of senior employees shall be governed by the 
rules and regulations of the Civil Service of Suffolk County and by Civil 
Service Law, and by the ability of the employee to perform satisfactorily.
ARTICLE 19 -  LOSS OF SENIORITY 
Section 1: An employee shall lose seniority and employment shall 
cease for any of the following reasons:
a. If the employee resigns.
b. If the employee is discharged and not reinstated. Re­
employment at a later date shall not mean reinstatement.
c. If any employee has been laid o ff and thereafter fails 
to report for work within ten (10) days after employment has been 
offered by the mailing of a notice thereof by a certified or registered 
letter addressed to the employee’s last known address shown on the 
Employer’s records.
d. If the employee fails to return to work at the end of an 
authorized leave of absence. This period, however, may be extended by 
the Employer.
e. After the employee is absent due to layoff or disability, 
or both, for a period of more than twelve (12) months.
f. If any employee is absent for more than ten (10) 
consecutive working days without notifying the Employer by telephone or
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mail then the employee is not reinstated. The employee, under such 
circumstances, may file a grievance at Step 2.
g. If any employee fails to register with the Employer 
either in person or in writing once every sixty (60) days following layoff 
indicating his/her continued availability for employment.
Section 2: The employee shall not accumulate rights or benefits 
during periods of layoffs.
ARTICLE 20 -  PAST PRACTICES AND BENEFITS 
The Town may not alter any existing “terms and conditions of 
employment” not specifically covered by this agreement without proper 
negotiations with the Association.
ARTICLE 21 - PROVISIONS OF AGREEMENT 
Section 1: ^Should any provision of this agreement, or any 
supplement thereto, be held invalid by a court or tribunal jurisdiction, or 
if compliance with or enforcement of any such provision should be 
reinstated by a court, all other provisions of this agreement or any 
supplement thereto shall remain in force.
Section 2: *Unless otherwise specifically provided for herein, the 
Civil Service Law and the rules of the Suffolk County Civil Service 
Commission shall govern.
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ARTICLE 22 -  AMENDMENT TO AGREEMENT
An amendment, alteration or variation of the terms of this 
agreement shall bind the parties hereto, provided such amendment, 
alteration or variation is mutually agreed to and executed in writing.
ARTICLE 23 -  COMPLIANCE WITH CIVIL SERVICE LAW
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES HERETO THAT ANY 
PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO 
PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY 
PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFORE, SHALL NOT BECOME 
EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN 
APPROVAL THEREFORE.
ARTICLE 24 - NORMAL WORK WEEK 
Section 1: The normal work week shall be thirty-five (35) hours, 
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday, with one (1) hour for 
lunch, except that:
a. The normal hours for employees in Street Lighting 
shall be between 8:30 a.m. and 10:00 p.m.
b. In Building and Housing, the normal work day will be 
extended to 8:00 p.m. one (1) day a week without any overtime but with 
night differential after 4:30 p.m. and the Town shall have the right in its 
sole discretion to select such day.
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c. In Planning and Zoning, the Town shall have the right 
to establish flexible hours outside the normal work hours related to work 
at its sole discretion without overtime or night differential being paid.
Section 2: The Employer shall have the right to adjust the starting 
time of a normal work day for any employee. This adjustment shall not 
be greater than one (1) hour either at the start or the end of the day.
Section 3: The employees shall be entitled to one (1) break in the 
morning and one (1) in the afternoon consisting of fifteen (15) minutes 
each break.
Section 4: To accommodate certain kinds of operations such as 
recreational or museum personnel the working hours shall be set in 
accordance with the demands of work.
Section 5: *Notwithstanding the foregoing, any and all 
departments may, subject to the approval and continued approval of the 
Department Director and the initial acquiescence of the Supervisor, opt 
to increase its constituent service hours by having all or some employees 
work eight and three-quarters (8.75) hours per day up to a maximum of 
thirty-five (35) hours per week. Any department may opt to increase its 
constituent service hours as set forth herein on a temporary experimental 
or seasonal basis, may impose such conditions as the Department 
Director may deem appropriate and may discontinue the increased 
constituent hours program if, in his/her judgment, the program is no 
longer suitable.
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ARTICLE 25 -  OVERTIME
Section 1: Employees who work in excess of thirty-five (35) hours 
in a week shall receive additional compensation to be paid at the rate of 
time and one-half (1 XA). The employee may request the option of 
compensatory time in lieu of paid overtime for hours worked in a week in 
excess of thirty-five (35) hours. Prior notice of intent to exercise said 
option shall be given to the Department Head. The Department Head, at 
his/her sole discretion, may designate such hours as overtime. Such 
accumulated compensatory time shall not exceed thirty-five (35) hours 
except when mutually agreed upon by the Town and the Association. 
Accumulated compensatory time shall be used during the calendar year 
in which is was accrued, unless otherwise specifically agreed upon by the 
Employer and the Association.
Section 2: Pay for holiday work, for those holidays mentioned 
herein, shall be at the rate of two (2) times the normal rate of pay.
Section 3: Overtime in a department, if authorized by the 
Department Head, shall be divided as equally as operations permit 
among employees in the same job classification. An overtime roster will 
be prominently posted in each department.
ARTICLE 26 - CALL IN PAY
Section 1: Employees called in to work at a time which does not 
run into or run after their regular work day shall be guaranteed a
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minimum of four (4) hours work at the rate of time and one-half (1 V2) of 
the employee’s regular rate of pay.
Section 2: When the Supervisor of the Town of Huntington, in 
his/her sole discretion, determines that the regular course of business on 
a normally schedule work day must be cancelled, the Office of the 
Supervisor will provide notification of such emergency closing, as 
circumstances dictate, by advising Department Directors and/or 
employees by immediately notifying such radio stations as agreed upon 
by the parties. Further, taped notice will be provided, as circumstances 
permit, by calling 631-351-3014.
ARTICLE 27 -  DRUG AND ALCOHOL TESTING
The Labor-Management Committee will meet and make 
recommendations regarding this policy.
ARTICLE 28 -  SICK LEAVE
Section 1: Any employee hired prior to May 7, 2007 shall be 
entitled to receive up to thirteen (13) days sick leave per year. Any 
employee hired on or after May 7, 2007 shall be entitled to receive ten 
(10) days sick leave per year, the accrual to begin at the completion of an 
employee’s first full pay period. Sick leave shall be accrued by full-time 
employees at the rate applicable to the date of hire.
Section 2: Subject to Article 28 below, sick days may be 
accumulated by full-time employees up to a maximum of two hundred 
and forty (240) days.
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a. Subject to Article 28 below, employees with more than 
fifty (50) days of accumulated unused sick leave as of August 1, 1984 
shall be paid for the number of accumulated sick leave days up to the 
maximum accumulation of unused days they had accumulated as of 
August 1, 1984, plus fifty (50) additional days.
b. Subject to Article 28 below, employees with less than 
fifty (50) days of accumulated unused sick leave as of August 1, 1984 
shall be paid for the number of accumulated unused sick leave days up to 
a maximum of one hundred (100) days.
Section 3: An employee absent on sick leave shall notify his/her 
Department Head or the Department Head’s designated representative, of 
such absence and the reason therefore, prior to the employee’s scheduled 
starting time. In the event of the employee’s failure to give such notice, 
the employee shall not receive credit for sick leave unless the employee 
furnishes to the Employer a medical certificate containing a reasonable 
explanation for the failure to call.
Section 4: In order to receive credit for sick days, employees 
absent due to sickness for more than three (3) consecutive working days 
shall furnish their Department Head with a medical certification of such 
sickness, upon request, and after five (5) consecutive working days such 
certificate shall be furnished in all cases within the current pay period. 
Where there is an apparent abuse and a written warning has been given
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to the employee, the Employer may require a doctor’s note at any time 
for verification of an illness or for ability to return to work.
Section 5: The Employer may, at its option, choose to pay for 
unused sick days or a portion of such days at an earlier time at the rate 
of pay then in effect, provided the employee has a minimum of fifty (50) 
days accumulated.
Section 6: Notwithstanding the foregoing, employees hired after 
January 1, 1990 and who resign from Town employment with fewer than 
ten (10) years of service shall not receive any payment for accumulated 
unused sick leave at the time of separation. In the case of an employee’s 
death while in service, the estate shall continue to be paid the value of 
the accumulation as per present contract provision.
ARTICLE 29 -  FUNERAL LEAVE
An employee shall be entitled to funeral leave with pay to arrange 
for and to attend the funeral of members of his or her immediate family. 
Members of employee’s family shall be defined to be the employee’s: 
spouse, children, father, mother, sister, brother, mother-in-law, father-in­
law, daughter-in-law, son-in-law, grandchildren or grandparents. Said 
funeral leave with pay shall not exceed four (4) working days.
ARTICLE 30 -  PERSONAL LEAVE DAYS
Section 1: Effective January 1, 1999, all employees shall be 
entitled to five (5) personal leave days per calendar year.
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Section 2: Personal leave days remaining unused by employees at 
the time of their separation of employment, retirement or death shall be 
cancelled.
Section 3: Effective January 1, 2018, if an employee has not used 
all of his or her personal leave days during a calendar year, the employee 
shall have the option to convert up to a maximum of three (3) days of
v
those unused personal days to sick days. Said time will be converted by 
February 15th of the following year. In no event will an employee be paid 
for unused personal time. Employees must be active on the payroll on 
December 31st to be eligible for conversion to sick time.
Section 4: Personal leave days shall be requested at least twenty- 
four (24) hours in advance and, except in cases of emergencies, shall not 
be taken without prior approval of the Department Head.
Section 5: Not more than three (3) personal leave days may be 
taken prior or subsequent to vacation.
ARTICLE 31 -  VACATIONS
Section 1: All newly hired employees shall be entitled to five (5) 
vacation days after completion of six (6) months of continuous 
employment. These five (5) vacation days are to be credited on the next 
pay period following the six (6) month anniversary date of that employee. 
Such employees shall be eligible for an additional five (5) vacation days 
upon completion of the first continuous year of employment. These 
additional five (5) days are to be credited to such employees on the first
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pay period following the first year anniversary date. The maximum total 
number of vacation days for each employee for the first continuous year 
of employment shall not exceed ten (10) days.
Section 2: Vacations with pay will be granted in each calendar 
year to eligible employees hired into the unit prior to May 7, 2007 as 
follows:
Vacation Days Years of Continuous Service
Section 3: a. All employees hired full-time on or after May 7, 










































1st year through 5th year 10 days
6th year through 15th year 15 days
16th year through 24th year 20 days
25th year and over 25 days
b. Employees who are not accruing any benefit 
under this agreement shall be considered hired after May 7, 2007 for 
purpose of vacation accrual for the purpose of this Article.
Section 4: Vacation requests shall be made prior to February 1st 
of each year. Preference for vacation shall be decided by seniority within 
the Department. A written response will be returned to the employee no 
later than March 1st. After February 1st, vacations shall be approved at the 
discretion of the Town based upon operational needs without regard to 
seniority on a first come, first serve basis. From February 1st to December 
31st, vacation requests shall be returned to the employees with a written 
response within 5 working days of its submission. Employees may cancel 
previously approved vacation time provided such cancellation is 
approved by the Town within 5 business days prior to the requested 
date(s).
Section 5: In no event shall the operations of the Employer be 
disrupted.
Section 6: Vacation pay shall be paid in advance, provided the 
employee makes such a request, in writing, to the Payroll Department at 
least three (3) weeks prior to the scheduled vacation. Each such vacation
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advance shall be for a minimum of two (2) weeks only. Vacation days or 
compensatory days may be taken on an individual basis upon seventy- 
two (72) hours prior notice to, and with the consent of, the Department 
Head.
Section 7: In departments where the load of operations occurs 
seasonally, the Department Head shall have the right to adjust 
employee’s vacation schedules.
Section 8: If any employee has earned vacation time and has not 
taken same prior to terminating employment with the Employer, 
including termination by quitting, discharge, military service or lay-off, 
then the vacation pay earned to the date of termination shall be given to 
the employee in lieu of time off. However, no vacation shall be 
considered to have been earned unless the employee has completed six 
(6) months of continuous employment.
Section 9: The Employer shall establish a vacation schedule which 
shall be taken between May 1st and September 30th, except when otherwise 
agreed to and scheduled by the Department Heads.
Section 10: Employees who fall ill while on vacation for a period of 
five (5) days or more may use their sick time for the remainder of the 
illness, provided proper notice is given and a doctor’s certificate is 
presented to the Employer.
Section 11: A  total of one hundred (100) vacation days may be 
accumulated by any employee. No employee shall be permitted to use
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more than two years’ worth of vacation time accruals in any given 
calendar year.
ARTICLE 32 -  HOLIDAYS
Section 1: The following holidays shall be allowed as days off 
with pay:
New Year’s Day Election Day
Martin Luther King’s Birthday Veteran’s Day 
Lincoln’s Birthday Thanksgiving Day
Washington’s Birthday Day after Thanksgiving
Memorial Day Christmas Eve
Independence Day Christmas Day
Labor Day Columbus Day
Section 2: In the event any of the above holidays falls on a 
Sunday, the day off allowed with pay will be the following Monday. If any 
of the above holidays falls on a Saturday, the day off allowed with pay 
will be the preceding Friday. If the state legislature changes the date of a 
holiday, the legislative day shall govern.
ARTICLE 33 -  LATENESS POLICY
Section 1: Employees shall notify his/her Department Head or the 
Department Head’s representative of absence due to lateness prior to the 
employee’s scheduled starting time. Employee’s arriving within one-half 
(Yz) hour of their starting time will be docked the appropriate time 
rounded up to the nearest quarter hour.
Employees intending to be later than one-half (M-) hour must 
call their Department Head or designee by starting time to inform them
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of their intentions to be late. If an employee fails to call by starting time, 
he/she will not be allowed to work that day and will receive a no-pay day.
After an apparent pattern of arriving to work late, and a 
verbal warning and at least one (1) written warning has been given to the 
employee, the employee will not be allowed to work on the next 
occurrence of lateness and will receive a no-pay day.
ARTICLE 34 - ABSENT WITHOUT APPROVED LEAVE TIME
Employees who are absent without approved leave in a calendar 
year period, the first no-pay day will result in a warning and loss of that 
day’s pay. The second no-pay day in a calendar year shall result in the 
loss of pay for that day and an additional one (1) day suspension. The 
third no-pay day in a calendar year shall result in termination.
ARTICLE 35 - LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
Section 1: An employee who is a member of a reserve component 
of the Armed Forces of the United States shall be granted leave of 
absence during his/her annual tour of duty as a member of such reserve 
component. Such leave, however, shall not exceed fifteen (15) working 
days. The employee shall furnish the Employer with satisfactory proof of 
his/her military order prior to such military leave of absence and upon 
his/her return, proof of attendance.
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Section 2: Leave of absence without pay will be granted in accord 
with the Rules for the Classified Civil Service of Suffolk County and in 
accord with the military law of the State of New York.
Section 3: An employee who is absent without leave and without 
explanation for a period of ten (10) working days shall be deemed to have 
resigned in accordance with Rule 35, Section 4 of the Suffolk County Civil 
Service Rules and Regulations.
Section 4: Employees having one (1) or more years of service shall 
be entitled to child care leave of one (1) year without pay. Employees 
obtaining such leave shall be reinstated in the same or comparable 
positions upon their return. The employee shall be entitled to all 
negotiated salary increases granted during the one (1) year leave. Also, 
three (3) months’ health and disability insurance shall be provided by the 
Employer.
Section 5: An employee shall be excused without loss of pay for 
the purpose of taking examinations as ordered by Selective Service.
Section 6: Absence by reason of appearance as a plaintiff, 
defender or witness in any action involving the Employer will be 
approved for the number of days necessary. Employees shall not lose 
pay for such absences.
Section 7: An employee inducted for training or service in the 
Armed Forces of the United States, after satisfactorily completing his/her 
training in service shall, on his/her separation from service, be entitled to
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re-employment in accordance with, and subject to, the provisions of 
applicable federal and state laws providing for re-employment rights 
following military service.
ARTICLE 36 - SAFETY AND HEALTH 
Section 1: The parties to this agreement shall cooperate with the 
enforcement of safety rules and regulations. Complaints with respect to 
unsafe or unhealthy working conditions shall be brought immediately to 
the attention of an employee’s Department Head.
Section 2: The Employer shall abide by the New York State OSHA 
Law when implemented by the state, where it applies to a municipality.
ARTICLE 37 - HEALTH INSURANCE
Section 1: The Employer shall continue the Empire Plan plus 
enhancements and the several optional and alternative hospital and 
surgical policies presently in effect and available to employees.
The Town of Huntington and CSEA agree to hold 
labor/management meetings with respect to a study of different available 
health plans. On the recommendation of the committee, both parties 
agree to reopen negotiations on Article 35, Section 1; specifically, naming 
the Empire Plan plus enhancements as the primary health plan provider 
for CSEA employees.
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Section 2: a. All employees hired to full-time positions or any 
positions after May 7, 2007 shall contribute ten percent (10%) of the cost 
of health insurance premium which shall be deducted from the 
employees’ bi-weekly paycheck on a pre-tax basis in accord with IRS 
regulations. There will be no bridging of employment as to status of 
employee to avoid payment of health insurance premiums. Employees 
who change status from temporary, seasonal, summer or part-time to 
full-time upon becoming full-time or working full-time hours shall pay 
health insurance premiums as required by this section.
b. Any employee hired as a full-time employee on 
or before May 8, 2007, shall contribute ten percent (10%) of the health 
insurance premium beginning PAY PERIOD ONE (1), the year 2018 and 
continue until PAY PERIOD (26), the year 2022. This subsection shall 
sunset at the twenty sixth (26) nav period of the year 2022. but only for 
those employees hired as full time employees on or before May 8. 2007. 
There will be no bridging of employment as to status of employee to 
avoid payments of health insurance premiums.
c. All employees hired fulltime on, or after January 
1, 2022, will contribute fifteen percent (15%) of the cost of the health 
insurance premium. There will be no bridging of employment as to the 
status of the employee to avoid payment of the health insurance 
premiums.
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Section 3: Where there are multiple (two [2] or more) members of 
one (1) family employed by the Town of Huntington, only one (1) such 
family member shall receive dependent coverage. The employees may 
choose who receives family coverage and must notify the Town, in 
writing, of this decision by December 1st of the year prior to when the 
decision will take effect. If the employees do not so notify the Town by 
the December 1st date, the Town will have the right to make the choice as 
to which employee receives family coverage. Once family coverage is 
obtained, no other coverage need be provided.
Section 4: Effective on or about January 1, 1993, the Town will 
implement an IRC Section 125 Plan.
Section 5: Unit employees may opt to decline health insurance 
coverage provided by the Town. Such declination will remain in effect 
until revoked in writing in a form provided by the Town. Those who 
exercise this option must give formal notice to the Town by December 1st 
of the year prior to when the decision will take effect on a Town-provided 
form. Said form will contain release of the Town and Union from liability 
regarding this declination. Effective January 1, 2018, employees opting 
not to take health insurance offered by the TOWN, will receive four 
thousand dollars ($4,000.00) for family coverage and two thousand 
dollars ($2,000.00) for individual coverage. Those who opt to change 
from family coverage to individual coverage shall receive two thousand 
dollars ($2,000). This payment will be a separate check payable the
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second pay period in November the year following the declination.
Section 6: Health insurance (Empire Plan plus enhancements) 
premiums for all employees who retire after January 1,1981 shall be paid 
for by the Employer, the payment of which premiums shall be limited to 
the following maximum percentages:
Individual 7596
Dependent 3596
Section 7: All previously retired employees shall continue to 
receive coverage as presently in effect.
Section 8: Upon the death of an active employee with ten (10) 
years of service, the Employer will pay seventy-five percent (7596) of the 
cost to continue coverage under the Empire Plan for the non-married 
spouse and dependent children of the employee. This rate of 
contribution will apply whether the surviving spouse is enrolled for 
individual or family coverage. Sole surviving children and surviving 
spouse of retirees who are eligible to continue coverage under the 
program will continue to pay the full cost of coverage under their 
particular enrollment option.
ARTICLE 38 -  CSEA EMPLOYEE BENEFIT FUND
For the term of the agreement, the Town shall continue to fully pay 
the cost of the CSEA Employee Benefit Fund Package 7 Plan with no 
employee contributions. Upon retirement, employees may opt to 
continue coverage providing the employee pays the full cost of coverage.
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ARTICLE 39 -  LIFE INSURANCE
Section 1: The Employer shall pay the premium for a group term 
life insurance policy in the face amount of sixteen thousand dollars 
($16,000.00) at no additional premium cost to the Employer.
Section 2: The Town and the CSEA may purchase additional life 
insurance coverage during the term of the agreement subject to mutual 
agreement, but the cost of such insurance may not exceed the 1988 cost 
of life insurance for the employees.
ARTICLE 40 -  DISABILITY INSURANCE
The Employer shall provide fully paid disability insurance.
ARTICLE 41 -  UNIFORM ALLOWANCE
Section 1: The Employer is to provide uniforms for all uniformed 
employees, including safety equipment and foul-weather gear, where job 
duties require same for proper employee protection.
Section 2: An employee, upon request to his/her Department 
Head, will be supplied with an appropriate uniform, covering or foul- 
weather gear, to protect the employees’ clothing from grease, carbon, 
printer’s ink, etc.
ARTICLE 42 -  PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS
The Employer reserves the right when hiring new employees to 
have such prospective employees fully examined by an accredited neutral 
physician, which physician’s charges therefore shall be paid by the
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Employer for the purpose of determining that the prospective employee 
is physically prepared and able to perform the work for which he/she is 
being considered.
ARTICLE 43 -  RETIREMENT
Section 1: The Employer agrees to continue to provide the New 
York State Employees Retirement System Twenty Year Career Plan 
(Section 75i), where applicable, to eligible members of the unit.
Section 2: The Town shall continue Option 41 j of the Retirement 
Law which provides for additional pension credit for accumulated unused 
sick leave.
Section 3: The parties agree that for the period commencing 
January 1, 2017 through December 31, 2022 inclusive, the Town shall 
offer to any employee of the Town of Huntington covered by the 
provisions of Article 43 of the Pension Plan the following retirement 
incentive benefits pursuant to the below terms and conditions:
NOTE: Those emnlovees eligible to retire under the terms of this 
incentive since January 1. 2017 that are currently on the navroll at the 
time of the ratification of the contract bv both parties (which was on 
November 27. 2017). but have not retired may take advantage bv March 
31. 2018.
a. One hundred percent (100%) fully paid health 
insurance for the employee and their current spouse and/or dependents 
at time of separation from employment until the dates of their deaths;
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b. The health insurance applicable to this incentive shall 
be the Empire Plan with enhancements or the health insurance plan last 
adopted by the parties through collective bargaining that shall apply to 
all persons covered by the health insurance provisions of this agreement;
c. To qualify, the employee must in the first year the 
employee is eligible to retire based on age, service and tier and must not 
have been eligible to retire without penalty (as defined by the New York 
State Retirement System) prior to the offering of this incentive;
d. The employee must sign a release and agreement in 
favor of the Town and its officials containing terms and conditions as 
determined and set forth by the Town attorney;
e. To qualify, employees must have twenty (20) years of 
full time service without break thereof with the Town and be at least fifty 
five (55) years of age to be eligible for the health insurance incentive; and
f. This provision shall sunset on December 31, 2022.
NOTE: Employees who have previously passed on the health
insurance retirement incentive will not be eligible.
Section 4: The employee retiring shall be entitled to payment of 
no more than one hundred (100) earned and accumulated vacation days 
and one hundred (100) earned and accumulated sick days.
ARTICLE 44 -  TUITION
Section 1: When an Employer recommends that an employee take 
a work-related course, the Employer shall pay for any tuition so charged.
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When an employee elects to take a course within the approval of the 
Employer, the contractual payment schedule shall prevail. If disapproved 
by the Department Head, the employee may elect to submit the course to 
the Education Committee for review.
Section 2: The parties hereto agree to establish an Employer- 
Association Committee comprised of two (2) members appointed by each 
of the parties hereto. The Education Committee shall review and 
approve, in writing, employee requests for participation in work and/or 
career improvement related education courses when disapproved by the 
Department Head. When approved by the committee, the Employer shall 
pay for the tuition of the employee upon successful completion of the 
course.
Section 3: The Employer and the Association recognize and 
hereby agree that various tuition-free courses are made available through 
private and public programs which courses are directly related to the 
jobs, duties and responsibilities of employees. When such courses 
become available, the Employer shall notify the Association thereof. 















initially, upon a priority basis as shall be determined in the sole 
discretion of the Employer.
ARTICLE 45 -  CAR ALLOWANCE
Authorized mileage reimbursement shall be provided on the basis 
o f the current IRS guidelines. In the event the County of Suffolk and/or 
the State of New York shall increase the amount of such allowance to all 
its employees then whichever increase is greater, such increase shall be 
granted employees covered herein after notice by the Association to the 
Employer and after the effective date of such change for county and/or 
state employees.
ARTICLE 46 - TURY DUTY
Employees required to serve on jury duty shall, upon submission of 
documentary proof thereof filed with the Payroll Department, return 
compensation for jury duty pay but retain compensation for mileage 
incurred.
ARTICLE 47 - PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS
The Town shall provide payroll deduction for approved tax- 
deferred annuity/annuities IRA Plan if such service can be provided at no 
cost to the Town.
ARTICLE 48 -  LONGEVITY BONUS
All employees who were hired prior to August 1, 1984 who have 
completed eight (8) full years of full-time service with the Employer on 
their anniversary shall receive a longevity bonus equal to five and one-
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half percent (5.5%) of their salary at such time. This bonus shall be paid 
in equal bi-weekly paychecks for each succeeding pay period. For 
employees hired on or after August 1, 1984, a longevity bonus of five and 
one-half percent (5.5%) shall be payable after the completion of ten (10) 
years of service and paid in equal bi-weekly paychecks for each 
succeeding period. Employees completing ten (10) years of service on or 
after May 7, 2007 shall only receive a longevity bonus of five percent (5%) 
paid in equal bi-weekly payments for each succeeding period. Employees 
hired after the ratification of the contract (which was on November 27, 
2017) will not be entitled to a longevity bonus.
ARTICLE 49 -  NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL 
Members of the unit who regularly work a shift where fifty percent 
(50%) or more of the regular work day falls outside the regular 8:30 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. work day shall receive a ten percent (10%) shift differential 
and those employees whose regular work day begins at midnight will 
receive an additional five percent (5%), in addition to the shift differential.
ARTICLE 50 - TRAINING
Section 1: When employees are required to utilize a new and 
different type of equipment than he or she had previously used as part of 
their normal responsibilities, the Town will provide training to the 
employee in the proper use of such new and different equipment. Such 
training may, at the Town’s discretion, consist in whole or in part of on- 
the-job training.
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Section 2: Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Town has no 
obligation whatsoever to provide training with respect to the use or 
operation of motor vehicles, equipment the employee is currently using 
or equipment the employee is expected to be familiar with in order to 
perform the duties of the position for which he or she was hired or to 
satisfy the basic qualifications for the position or to be placed on a 
certified eligibility list.
Section 3: Upon the furnishing of training pursuant to Section 1 
above, nothing contained in this Article shall in any way limit, interfere 
with or be a defense to the Town’s imposition of discipline or discharge 
due to an employee’s incompetence, poor performance or for any other 
reason.
ARTICLE 51 - DURATION OF AGREEMENT
Term: January 1, 2017 to December 31, 2022.
ARTICLE 52 - SALARY AND WAGES
Section 1: General Wage Increases
a. 2017 $1,000.00 Per full-time employee (prorated for 
length of service in 2017)
b. 2018 1.75% Effective January 1, 2018
c. 2019 1.75% Effective January 1, 2019
d. 2020 2.00% Effective January 1, 2020
e. 2021 2.00% Effective January 1, 2021
f. 2022 2.00% Effective January 1, 2022
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Section 2: Step Increases
a. Effective December 31, 2019: All covered employees 
shall go up one step.
b. Effective December 31, 2022: All covered employees 
shall go up one step.
IN WITNESS THEREOF, the parties have duly executed this 
agreement on the date set forth below.
Town of Huntington
Town of Huntington
The Town of Huntington Unit 
of the Suffolk County Chapter 


















Adult Day Care Supervisor 16





Assistant Adult Day Care Program Supervisor 14
Assistant Civil Engineer 21**
Assistant Recreation Center Manager 12
Assistant Recreation Leader 15
Assistant Recreation Program Coordinator 18
Assistant Superintendent of Recreation II 22
Assistant to Planning Director 20






Building Permit Coordinator 22QQ
Building Permit Examiner 12
Building Plans Examiner 22
Building/Zoning Inspector 18
Bus Transportation Technician 17
Cashier 8
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Chief Fire Marshall 22
Chief Purchasing Agent 22
Citizen Advocate I 14
Citizen Advocate II 16
Citizen Advocate HI 20




Code Compliance Coordinator 18
Code Enforcement Officer 23
Community Relations Assistant 17
Community Service Worker 13
Computer Operator I 12
Computer Graphics Mapping Specialist 13
Computer Operator II 13
Computer Operator III 15
Computer Programmer 14
Consumer Affairs Investigator I 10
Consumer Affairs Investigator n 14
Country Club Manager 23
Data Control Specialist 13
Data Entry Operator 9
Director of Data Entry Operations 2 3





Duplicating Machine Operator I 12
Duplicating Machine Operator II 15
Duplicating Machine Operator III 16








Fire Marshall I 18
Fire Marshall n 19
Fire Prevention Educator 10
Fire Safety Officer 10
GIS Technician 17
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GIS Technician n 19
GIS Technician HI 20
GIS Manager 22
GIS Supervisor 21++
Golf Course Manager 22
Grants Analyst 19
Graphic Materials Designer 14
Head Clerk 18




Inventory Control Supervisor 19
Land Management Specialist IV 20
Legal Stenographer 12
Liability Claims Supervisor 21
Lighting Inspector 18
Management Analyst 23
Map Drafter I 12
Material Control Clerk n 10
Material Control Clerk IH 12





Neighborhood Aide I 7
Neighborhood Aide n 10
Neighborhood Aide IE 14
Network & System Coordinator 2 0QD
Network & System Specialist I 17++
Network & System Specialist II 18**
Network Systems Technician 16**
Ordinance Enforcement Officer 23**
Ordinance Inspector 18
Paralegal Assistant 16







Principal Account Clerk 14
Principal Accountant 23
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Principal Building Inspector 20
Principal Clerk 14
Principal Engineering Aide 18++
Principal Engineering Inspector 20
Principal Environmental Analyst 23
Principal Legal Stenographer 17
Principal Planner 23++
Principal Programmer Analyst 22
Principal Stenographer 15
Print Shop Supervisor 22
Programmer Analyst 17
Public Transportation Technician 17
Public Works Project Supervisor 22QQ
Purchasing Agent 17
Purchasing Technician 14
Records Management Assistant 11
Recreation Aide 7
Recreation Aide II 10
Recreation Aide III 13
Recreation Aide IV 18
Recreational Supervisor 19




Senior Account Clerk 13
Senior Account Clerk-Typist 13
Senior Accountant 20**
Senior Assessment Assistant 20
Senior Assessment Clerk 10
Senior Budget Analyst 20**
Senior Building Inspector 19
Senior Cashier 10
Senior Citizen’s Aide I 13
Senior Citizen’s Aide n 19
Senior Citizen’s Club Leader 10
Senior Citizen’s Program Supervisor 16
Senior Clerk 10
Senior Clerk-Typist 10
Senior Computer Programmer 22
Senior Data Entry Operator 10
Senior Data Processing Equipment Operator 14
Senior Energy Coordinator 23
Senior Engineering Aide 14
Senior Engineering Inspector 19
53
Senior Environmental Analyst 19**
Senior Environmental Planner 23
Senior Financial Analyst 23
Senior Legal Stenographer I 15
Senior Lighting Inspector 19**
Senior Micrographic Operator 10
Senior Neighborhood Aide 18
Senior Planner 20**
Senior Plumbing Inspector 19
Senior Purchasing Agent 19
Senior Programmer Analyst 20
Senior Resource Recovery Analyst 22
Senior Sanitation Inspector 19
Senior Sign Inspector 19
Senior Stenographer 11
Senior Systems Analyst 19
Senior Systems Programmer 19
Senior Tax Cashier 13









Technical Support Representative 12
Tort Claims Assistant 18**
Tort Claims Manager 21
Town Director Minority Affairs 19
Town Engineer 23
Town Hall Receptionist/Switchboard Operator 9
Town Investigator 18
Town Maintenance Supervisor 23
Town Park Supervisor 16
Town Purchasing Director 21**
Traffic Engineer I 21**
Traffic Engineer n 22
Traffic Engineer III 23
Traffic Technician I 17
Traffic Technician n 18**














** Title downgraded effective January 1, 2003. Incumbents in title prior to this date are not 
affected by downgrade.
* *  Title downgraded effective January 1, 2008. Incumbents in title prior to this date are not 
affected by downgrade.
++ Title created effective January 1, 2008.




G R A D E 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
S T E P S
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1 ^ 17
6 20.3393 20.8354 21.3564 21.8843 22.4121 22.9968 23.5814 24.1336 24.6859 25.3109 25.9364 26.5700 27.2033 27.8853 28.5673 29.2738 29.9803
7 21.3137 21.8338 22.3794 22.9399 23.5001 24.0765 24.6535 25.2785 25.9038 26.5534 27.2033 27.8853 28.5673 29.2492 29.9314 30.6705 31.4092
8 22.3812 22.9270 23.5001 24.0765 24.6535 25.2868 25.9202 26.5618 27.2033 27.8934 28.5835 29.2658 29.9477 30.6784 31.4092 32.1972 32.9845
9 23.4638 24.0362 24.6370 25.2543 25.8713 26.5292 27.1868 27.8530 28.5186 29.2412 29.9641 30.6784 31.3932 32.1644 32.9361 33.7643 34.5926
10 24.4694 25.0659 25.6925 26.3100 26.9270 27.5849 28.2424 28.9571 29.6718 30.4105 31.1496 31.8804 32.6112 33.4315 34.2517 35.1124 35.9731
11 25.5673 26.1910 26.8458 27.5197 28.1938 28.9001 29.6066 30.3620 31.1169 31.8723 32.6273 33.3991 34.1702 35.0392 35.9081 36.8257 37.7434
12 26.8666 27.5219 28.2101 28.9327 29.6554 30.3943 31.1334 31.8594 32.6436 33.4882 34.3328 35.1366 35.9407 36.8502 37.7594 38.6933 39.6272
13 27.9803 28.6628 29.3796 30.1100 30.8408 31.6042 32.3677 33.1960 34.0242 34.8768 35.7296 36.6065 37.4836 38.3687 39.2539 40.2523 41.2511
14 29.3415 30.0570 30.8086 31.5637 32.3190 33.1553 33.9918 34.8200 35.6483 36.5497 37.4509 38.3767 39.3025 40.2931 41.2836 42.3068 43.3300
15 30.8571 31.6100 32.3998 33.2282 34.0568 34.9175 35.7782 36.6714 37.5646 38.4906 39.4159 40.3986 41.3811 42.3637 43.3463 44.4424 45.5388
16 32.4039 33.1943 34.0242 34.8768 35.7296 36.6308 37.5320 38.4658 39.3996 40.3742 41.3487 42.3381 43.4276 44.5075 45.5874 46.6837 47.7803
17 33.7032 34.5253 35.3883 36.2573 37.1266 38.0684 39.0103 39.9766 40.9424 41.9659 42.9890 44.0772 45.1651 46.2289 47.2928 48.4702 49.6478
18 35.3889 36.2523 37.1586 38.1006 39.0427 40.2037 41.3651 42.1932 43.0215 44.1014 45.1815 46.3021 47.4225 48.5677 49.7126 50.9631 52.2135
19 37.2142 38.1220 39.0750 40.0250 40.9751 42.0066 43.0377 44.1179 45.1979 46.3184 47.4393 48.6329 49.8265 51.0202 52.2135 53.5293 54.8448
20 38.6680 39.6114 40.6016 41.6493 42.6965 43.7441 44.7918 45.9045 47.0167 48.2024 49.3879 50.6303 51.8727 53.1151 54.3575 55.6974 57.0371
21 40.6944 41.6873 42.7289 43.7848 44.8403 45.9772 47.1143 48.2837 49.4529 50.6949 51.9377 53.2287 54.5198 55.8109 57.1023 58.5394 59.9768
22 42.7826 43.8260 44.9217 46.0343 47.1467 48.3240 49.5016 50.7523 52.0024 53.2856 54.5686 55.9490 57.3295 58.6857 60.0420 61.5280 63.0135
23 44.8706 45.9649 47.1143 48.3486 49.5829 50.8085 52.0350 53.3669 54.6984 56.0465 57.3943 58.8235 60.2527 61.7633 63.2737 64.7759 66.2780
57
2018
G RA D E 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
S T E P S
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
6 20.6952 21.2000 21.7301 22.2673 22.8043 23.3992 23.9941 24.5559 25.1179 25.7538 26.3903 27.0350 27.6794 28.3733 29.0672 29.7861 30.5050
7 21.6867 22.2159 22.7710 23.3413 23.9114 24.4978 25.0849 25.7209 26.3571 27.0181 27.6794 28.3733 29.0672 29.7611 30.4552 31.2072 31.9589
8 22.7729 23.3282 23.9114 24.4978 25.0849 25.7293 26.3738 27.0266 27.6794 28.3815 29.0837 29.7780 30.4718 31.2153 31.9589 32.7607 33.5617
9 23.8744 24.4568 25.0681 25.6963 26.3240 26.9935 27.6626 28.3404 29.0177 29.7529 30.4885 31.2153 31.9426 32.7273 33.5125 34.3552 35.1980
10 24.8976 25.5046 26.1421 26.7704 27.3982 28.0676 28.7366 29.4638 30.1911 30.9427 31.6947 32.4383 33.1819 34.0166 34.8511 35.7269 36.6026
11 26.0147 26.6493 27.3156 28.0013 28.6872 29.4059 30.1247 30.8933 31.6614 32.4301 33.1983 33.9836 34.7682 35.6524 36.5365 37.4701 38.4039
12 27.3368 28.0035 28.7038 29.4390 30.1744 30.9262 31.6782 32.4169 33.2149 34.0742 34.9336 35.7515 36.5697 37.4951 38.4202 39.3704 40.3207
13 28.4700 29.1644 29.8937 30.6369 31.3805 32.1573 32.9341 33.7769 34.6196 35.4871 36.3549 37.2471 38.1396 39.0402 39.9408 40.9567 41.9730
14 29.8550 30.5830 31.3478 32.1161 32.8846 33.7355 34.5867 35.4294 36.2721 37.1893 38.1063 39.0483 39.9903 40.9982 42.0061 43.0472 44.0883
15 31.3971 32.1632 32.9668 33.8097 34.6528 35.5286 36.4043 37.3131 38.2220 39.1642 40.1057 41.1056 42.1053 43.1051 44.1049 45.2201 46.3357
16 32.9710 33.7752 34.6196 35.4871 36.3549 37.2718 38.1888 39.1390 40.0891 41.0807 42.0723 43.0790 44.1876 45.2864 46.3852 47.5007 48.6165
17 34.2930 35.1295 36.0076 36.8918 37.7763 38.7346 39.6930 40.6762 41.6589 42.7003 43.7413 44.8486 45.9555 47.0379 48.1204 49.3184 50.5166
18 36.0082 36.8867 37.8089 38.7674 39.7259 40.9073 42.0890 42.9316 43.7744 44.8732 45.9722 47.1124 48.2524 49.4176 50.5826 51.8550 53.1272
19 37.8654 38.7891 39.7588 40.7254 41.6922 42.7417 43.7909 44.8900 45.9889 47.1290 48.2695 49.4840 50.6985 51.9131 53.1272 54.4661 55.8046
20 39.3447 40.3046 41.3121 42.3782 43.4437 44.5096 45.5757 46.7078 47.8395 49.0459 50.2522 51.5163 52.7805 54.0446 55.3088 56.6721 58.0352
21 41.4066 42.4168 43.4767 44.5510 45.6250 46.7818 47.9388 49.1287 50.3183 51.5821 52.8466 54.1602 55.4739 56.7876 58.1016 59.5638 61.0264
22 43.5313 44.5930 45.7078 46.8399 47.9718 49.1697 50.3679 51.6405 52.9124 54.2181 55.5236 56.9281 58.3328 59.7127 61.0927 62.6047 64.1162
23 45.6558 46.7693 47.9388 49.1947 50.4506 51.6976 52.9456 54.3008 55.6556 57.0273 58.3987 59.8529 61.3071 62.8442 64.3810 65.9095 67.4379
58
2019
GRA D E 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
S T E P S
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
6 21.0574 21.5710 22.1104 22.6570 23.2034 23.8087 24.4140 24.9856 25.5575 26.2045 26.8521 27.5081 28.1638 28.8698 29.5759 30.3074 31.0388
7 22.0662 22.6047 23.1695 23.7498 24.3298 24.9265 25.5239 26.1710 26.8183 27.4909 28.1638 28.8698 29.5759 30.2819 30.9882 31.7533 32.5182
8 23.1714 23.7364 24.3298 24.9265 25.5239 26.1796 26.8353 27.4996 28.1638 28.8782 29.5927 30J2991 31.0051 31.7616 32.5182 33.3340 34.1490
9 24.2922 24.8848 25.5068 26.1460 26.7847 27.4659 28.1467 28.8364 29.5255 30.2736 31.0220 31.7616 32.5016 33.3000 34.0990 34.9564 35.8140
10 25.3333 25.9509 26.5996 27.2389 27.8777 28.5588 29.2395 29.9794 30.7194 31.4842 32.2494 33.0060 33.7626 34.6119 35.4610 36.3521 37.2431
11 26.4700 27.1157 27.7936 28.4913 29.1892 29.9205 30.6519 31.4339 32.2155 32.9976 33.7793 34.5783 35.3766 36.2763 37.1759 38.1258 39.0760
12 27.8152 28.4936 29.2061 29.9542 30.7025 31.4674 32.2326 32.9842 33.7962 34.6705 35.5449 36.3772 37.2097 38.1513 39.0926 40.0594 41.0263
13 28.9682 29.6748 30.4168 31.1730 31.9297 32.7201 33.5104 34.3680 35.2254 36.1081 36.9911 37.8989 38.8070 39.7234 40.6398 41.6734 42.7075
14 30.3775 31.1182 31.8964 32.6781 33.4601 34.3259 35.1920 36.0494 36.9069 37.8401 38.7732 39.7316 40.6901 41.7157 42.7412 43.8005 44.8598
15 31.9465 32.7261 33.5437 34.4014 35.2592 36.1504 37.0414 37.9661 38.8909 39.8496 40.8075 41.8249 42.8421 43.8594 44.8767 46.0115 47.1466
16 33.5480 34.3663 35.2254 36.1081 36.9911 37.9241 38.8571 39.8239 40.7907 41.7996 42.8086 43.8329 44.9609 46.0789 47.1969 48.3320 49.4673
17 34.8931 35.7443 36.6377 37.5374 38.4374 39.4125 40.3876 41.3880 42.3879 43.4476 44.5068 45.6335 46.7597 47.8611 48.9625 50.1815 51.4006
18 36.6383 37.5322 38.4706 39.4458 40.4211 41.6232 42.8256 43.6829 44.5405 45.6585 46.7767 47.9369 49.0968 50.2824 51.4678 52.7625 54.0569
19 38.5280 39.4679 40.4546 41.4381 42.4218 43.4897 44.5572 45.6756 46.7937 47.9538 49.1142 50.3500 51.5857 52.8216 54.0569 55.4193 56.7812
20 40.0332 41.0099 42.0351 43.1198 44.2040 45.2885 46.3733 47.5252 48.6767 49.9042 51.1316 52.4178 53.7042 54.9904 56.2767 57.6639 59.0508
21 42.1312 43.1591 44.2375 45.3306 46.4234 47.6005 48.7777 49.9885 51.1989 52.4848 53.7714 55.1080 56.4447 57.7814 59.1184 60.6062 62.0944
22 44.2931 45.3734 46.5077 47.6596 48.8113 50.0302 51.2493 52.5442 53.8384 55.1669 56.4953 57.9243 59.3536 60.7577 62.1618 63.7003 65.2382
23 46.4548 47.5878 48.7777 50.0556 51.3335 52.6023 53.8721 55.2511 56.6296 58.0253 59.4207 60.9003 62.3800 63.9440 65.5077 67.0629 68.6181
59
2020
G R A D E 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
S T E P S
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
6 21.4785 22.0024 22.5526 23.1101 23.6675 24.2849 24.9023 25.4853 26.0687 26.7286 27.3891 28.0583 28.7271 29.4472 30.1674 30.9135 31.6596
7 22.5075 23.0568 23.6329 24.2248 24.8164 25.4250 26.0344 26.6944 27.3547 28.0407 28.7271 29.4472 30.1674 30.8875 31.6080 32.3884 33.1686
8 23.6348 24.2111 24.8164 25.4250 26.0344 26.7032 27.3720 28.0496 28.7271 29.4558 30.1846 30.9051 31.6252 32.3968 33.1686 34.0007 34.8320
9 24.7780 25.3825 26.0169 26.6689 27.3204 28.0152 28.7096 29.4131 30.1160 30.8791 31.6424 32.3968 33.1516 33.9660 34.7810 35.6555 36.5303
10 25.8400 26.4699 27.1316 27.7837 28.4353 29.1300 29.8243 30.5790 31.3338 32.1139 32.8944 33.6661 34.4379 35.3041 36.1702 37.0791 37.9880
11 26.9994 27.6580 28.3495 29.0611 29.7730 30.5189 31.2649 32.0626 32.8598 33.6576 34.4549 35.2699 36.0841 37.0018 37.9194 38.8883 39.8575
12 28.3715 29.0635 29.7902 30.5533 31.3166 32.0967 32.8773 33.6439 34.4721 35.3639 36.2558 37.1047 37.9539 38.9143 39.8745 40.8606 41.8468
13 29.5476 30.2683 31.0251 31.7965 32.5683 33.3745 34.1806 35.0554 35.9299 36.8303 37.7309 38.6569 39.5831 40.5179 41.4526 42.5069 43.5617
14 30.9851 31.7406 32.5343 33.3317 34.1293 35.0124 35.8958 36.7704 37.6450 38.5969 39.5487 40.5262 41.5039 42.5500 43.5960 44.6765 45.7570
15 32.5854 33.3806 34.2146 35.0894 35.9644 36.8734 37.7822 38.7254 39.6687 40.6466 41.6237 42.6614 43.6989 44.7366 45.7742 46.9317 48.0895
16 34.2190 35.0536 35.9299 36.8303 37.7309 38.6826 39.6342 40.6204 41.6065 42.6356 43.6648 44.7096 45.8601 47.0005 48.1408 49.2986 50.4566
17 35.5910 36.4592 37.3705 38.2881 39.2061 40.2008 41.1954 42.2158 43.2357 44.3166 45.3969 46.5462 47.6949 48.8183 49.9418 51.1851 52.4286
18 37.3711 38.2828 39.2400 40.2347 41.2295 42.4557 43.6821 44.5566 45.4313 46.5717 47.7122 48.8956 50.0787 51.2880 52.4972 53.8178 55.1380
19 39.2986 40.2573 41.2637 42.2669 43.2702 44.3595 45.4483 46.5891 47.7296 48.9129 50.0965 51.3570 52.6174 53.8780 55.1380 56.5277 57.9168
20 40.8339 41.8301 42.8758 43.9822 45.0881 46.1943 47.3008 48.4757 49.6502 50.9023 52.1542 53.4662 54.7783 56.0902 57.4022 58.8172 60.2318
21 42.9738 44.0223 45.1223 46.2372 47.3519 48.5525 49.7533 50.9883 52.2229 53.5345 54.8468 56.2102 57.5736 58.9370 60.3008 61.8183 63.3363
22 45.1790 46.2809 47.4379 48.6128 49.7875 51.0308 52.2743 53.5951 54.9152 56.2702 57.6252 59.0828 60.5407 61.9729 63.4050 64.9743 66.5430
23 47.3839 48.5396 49.7533 51.0567 52.3602 53.6543 54.9495 56.3561 57.7622 59.1858 60.6091 62.1183 63.6276 65.2229 66.8179 68.4042 69.9905
60
2021
G R A D E 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
S T E P S
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
6 21.9081 22.4424 23.0037 23.5723 24.1409 24.7706 25.4003 25.9950 26.5901 27.2632 27.9369 28.6195 29.3016 30.0361 30.7707 31.5318 32.2928
7 22.9577 23.5179 24.1056 24.7093 25.3127 25.9335 26.5551 27.2283 27.9018 28.6015 29.3016 30.0361 30.7707 31.5053 32.2402 33.0362 33.8320
8 24.1075 24.6953 25.3127 25.9335 26.5551 27.2373 27.9194 28.6106 29.3016 30.0449 30.7883 31.5232 32.2577 33.0447 33.8320 34.6807 35.5286
9 25.2736 25.8902 26.5372 27.2023 27.8668 28.5755 29.2838 30.0014 30.7183 31.4967 32.2752 33.0447 33.8146 34.6453 35.4766 36.3686 37.2609
10 26.3568 26.9993 27.6742 28.3394 29.0040 29.7126 30.4208 31.1906 31.9605 32.7562 33.5523 34.3394 35.1267 36.0102 36.8936 37.8207 38.7478
11 27.5394 28.2112 28.9165 29.6423 30.3685 31.1293 31.8902 32.7039 33.5170 34.3308 35.1440 35.9753 36.8058 37.7418 38.6778 39.6661 40.6547
12 28.9389 29.6448 30.3860 31.1644 31.9429 32.7386 33.5348 34.3168 35.1615 36.0712 36.9809 37.8468 38.7130 39.6926 40.6720 41.6778 42.6837
13 30.1386 30.8737 31.6456 32.4324 33.2197 34.0420 34.8642 35.7565 36.6485 37.5669 38.4855 39.4300 40.3748 41.3283 42.2817 43.3570 44.4329
14 31.6048 32.3754 33.1850 33.9983 34.8119 35.7126 36.6137 37.5058 38.3979 39.3688 40.3397 41.3367 42.3340 43.4010 44.4679 45.5700 46.6721
15 33.2371 34.0482 34.8989 35.7912 36.6837 37.6109 38.5378 39.4999 40.4621 41.4595 42.4562 43.5146 44.5729 45.6313 46.6897 47.8703 49.0513
16 34.9034 35.7547 36.6485 37.5669 38.4855 39.4563 40.4269 41.4328 42.4386 43.4883 44.5381 45.6038 46.7773 47.9405 49.1036 50.2846 51.4657
17 36.3028 37.1884 38.1179 39.0539 39.9902 41.0048 42.0193 43.0601 44.1004 45.2029 46.3048 47.4771 48.6488 49.7947 50.9406 52.2088 53.4772
18 38.1185 39.0485 40.0248 41.0394 42.0541 43.3048 44.5557 45.4477 46.3399 47.5031 48.6664 49.8735 51.0803 52.3138 53.5471 54.8942 56.2408
19 40.0846 41.0624 42.0890 43.1122 44.1356 45.2467 46.3573 47.5209 48.6842 49.8912 51.0984 52.3841 53.6697 54.9556 56.2408 57.6583 59.0751
20 41.6506 42.6667 43.7333 44.8618 45.9899 47.1182 48.2468 49.4452 50.6432 51.9203 53.1973 54.5355 55.8739 57.2120 58.5502 59.9935 61.4364
21 43.8333 44.9027 46.0247 47.1619 48.2989 49.5236 50.7484 52.0081 53.2674 54.6052 55.9437 57.3344 58.7251 60.1157 61.5068 63.0547 64.6030
22 46.0826 47.2065 48.3867 49.5851 50.7833 52.0514 53.3198 54.6670 56.0135 57.3956 58.7777 60.2645 61.7515 63.2124 64.6731 66.2738 67.8739
23 48.3316 49.5104 50.7484 52.0778 53.4074 54.7274 56.0485 57.4832 58.9174 60.3695 61.8213 63.3607 64.9002 66.5274 68.1543 69.7723 71.3903
61
2022
GRADE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
ST E P S
9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 17
6 22.3463 22.8912 23.4638 24.0437 24.6237 25.2660 25.9083 26.5149 27.1219 27.8085 28.4956 29.1919 29.8876 30.6368 31.3861 32.1624 32.9387
7 23.4169 23.9883 24.5877 25.2035 25.8190 26.4522 27.0862 27.7729 28.4598 29.1735 29.8876 30.6368 31.3861 32.1354 32.8850 33.6969 34.5086
8 24.5897 25.1892 25.8190 26.4522 27.0862 27.7820 28.4778 29.1828 29.8876 30.6458 31.4041 32.1537 32.9029 33.7056 34.5086 35.3743 36.2392
9 25.7791 26.4080 27.0679 27.7463 28.4241 29.1470 29.8695 30.6014 31.3327 32.1266 32.9207 33.7056 34.4909 35.3382 36.1861 37.0960 38.0061
10 26.8839 27.5393 28.2277 28.9062 29.5841 30.3069 31.0292 31.8144 32.5997 33.4113 34.2233 35.0262 35.8292 36.7304 37.6315 38.5771 39.5228
11 28.0902 28.7754 29.4948 30.2351 30.9759 31.7519 32.5280 33.3580 34.1873 35.0174 35.8469 36.6948 37.5419 38.4966 39.4514 40.4594 41.4678
12 29.5177 30.2377 30.9937 31.7877 32.5818 33.3934 34.2055 35.0031 35.8647 36.7926 37.7205 38.6037 39.4873 40.4865 41.4854 42.5114 43.5374
13 30.7414 31.4912 32.2785 33.0810 33.8841 34.7228 35.5615 36.4716 37.3815 38.3182 39.2552 40.2186 41.1823 42.1549 43.1273 44.2241 45.3216
14 32.2369 33.0229 33.8487 34.6783 35.5081 36.4269 37.3460 38.2559 39.1659 40.1562 41.1465 42.1634 43.1807 44.2690 45.3573 46.4814 47.6055
15 33.9018 34.7292 35.5969 36.5070 37.4174 38.3631 39.3086 40.2899 41.2713 42.2887 43.3053 44.3849 45.4644 46.5439 47.6235 48.8277 50.0323
16 35.6015 36.4698 37.3815 38.3182 39.2552 40.2454 41.2354 42.2615 43.2874 44.3581 45.4289 46.5159 47.7128 48.8993 50.0857 51.2903 52.4950
17 37.0289 37.9322 38.8803 39.8350 40.7900 41.8249 42.8597 43.9213 44.9824 46.1070 47.2309 48.4266 49.6218 50.7906 51.9594 53.2530 54.5467
18 38.8809 39.8295 40.8253 41.8602 42.8952 44.1709 45.4468 46.3567 47.2667 48.4532 49.6397 50.8710 52.1019 53.3601 54.6180 55.9921 57.3656
19 40.8863 41.8836 42.9308 43.9744 45.0183 46.1516 47.2844 48.4713 49.6579 50.8890 52.1204 53.4318 54.7431 56.0547 57.3656 58.8115 60.2566
20 42.4836 43.5200 44.6080 45.7590 46.9097 48.0606 49.2117 50.4341 51.6561 52.9587 54.2612 55.6262 56.9914 58.3562 59.7212 61.1934 62.6651
21 44.7100 45.8008 46.9452 48 1051 49.2649 50.5141 51.7634 53.0483 54.3327 55.6973 57.0626 58.4811 59.8996 61.3180 62.7369 64.3158 65.8951
22 47.0043 48.1506 49.3544 50.5768 51.7990 53.0924 54.3862 55.7603 57.1338 58.5435 59.9533 61.4698 62.9865 64.4766 65.9666 67.5993 69.2314
23 49.2982 50.5006 51.7634 53.1194 54.4755 55.8219 57.1695 58.6329 60 0957 61.5769 63 0577 64.6279 66.1982 67.8579 69.5174 71.1677 72.8181
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Memorandum of Agreement
IT  IS HEREBY STIPU LATED  AN D  AGREED by and between the Town o f 
Huntington, 100 Main Street, Huntington N ew  York (hereinafter referred to as the 
Employer or the “ Town” ) and the C ivil Service Employees Association Inc., CSEA,
Local 1000 AFSCM E, AFL-CIO , Town o f Huntington Unit 8751, Suffolk County Local 
852,3 Garet Place, Commack, N ew  York (hereinafter referred to as the Association or 
“ CSEA” ) (collectively the “ Parties” )  agree as follows:
W HEREAS, the collective bargaining agreement between the parties expired on 
December 31,2016: and
W HEREAS, the parties have engaged in collective bargaining;
W HEREAS the parties have come to an agreement as to a successor collective bargaining 
agreement regarding the CSEA Town o f Huntington Unit;
W HEREAS, it is agreed between the parties that a memorandum o f Agreement shall be 
entered at this time reflecting the Parties’ agreement and that a more formal and complete 
collective bargaining agreement shall be executed in the future;
W HEREAS, this agreement is subject to approval by the Town Board and subject to 
ratification by the CSEA’ s Unit membership.
IT  IS AGREED AS  FOLLOW S;
ARTICLE 25 OVERTIME
Section 3 -Add Language: An overtime roster w ill be prominently posted in each 
department
ARTICLE 30 PERSONAL LEAVE DAYS
Section 3- Change language
Effective January 1,2018, i f  an employee has not used all o f his or her personal leave 
days during a calendar year, the employee shall have the option to convert up to a 
maximum o f 3 days o f those unused personal days to sick days. Said time w ill be 
converted by February 15th o f the follow ing year. In no event w ill an employee be paid 
for unused personal time. Employees must be active on the payroll on December 31st to 
be eligible for conversion to sick time.
ARTICLE 31 VACATIONS
Section 4 -  Change Language
Vacation requests shall be made prior to February 1st o f each year. Preference for 
vacation shall be decided by seniority within the Department A  written response w ill be 
returned to the employee no later than March 1st. A fter February 1st, vacations shall be 
approved at the discretion o f the Town based upon operational needs and without regard 
to seniority on a first come, first serve basis. From February 1st to December 31st, 
vacation requests shall be returned to the employee with a written response within 5 
working days o f its submission. Employees may cancel previously approved vacation 
time provided such cancellation is approved by the Town within 5 business days prior to 
the requested date(s).
Section 11 -  add language
N o employee shall be permitted to use more than two years’ worth o f vacation time 
accruals in any given calendar year
ARTICLE 37 HEALTH INSURANCE
Section 2. b) Change language
Any employee hired as a full time employee on or before M ay 8,2007. shall contribute 
ten percent (10% ) o f the health insurance premium beginning P A Y  PERIOD ONE (1), 
the year 2018 and continue until P A Y  PERIOD (26), the year 2022. This subsection 
shall sunset at the twenty sixth (26) pay period o f the year 2022, but for only those 
employees hired as full time employees on or before M ay 8,2007. There w ill be no 
bridging o f employment as to status o f employee to avoid payments o f health insurance 
premiums.
N ew  Section 2.c) A ll employees hired fulltime on, or after January 1,2022, w ill 
contribute fifteen percent (15% ) o f the cost o f the health insurance premium. There w ill 
be no bridging o f  employment as to the status o f the employee to avoid payment o f health 
insurance premiums.
Section 5 -  Change language:
E ffective January 1,2018, employees opting not to take health insurance offered by the 
TO W N, w ill receive four thousand dollars ($4000.00) for fam ily coverage and two 
thousand dollars ($2000.00) for individual coverage.
ARTICLE 43 RETIREMENT
Section 3 -  Change language to reflect the following:
For employees who meet the requirements to retire pursuant to this paragraph, who retire 
after the ratification o f the contract by both parties and through December 31,2022, the 
Town w ill pay one hundred percent (100%) health insurance premiums for the employees 
and their current spouse and/or dependants at the time o f separation from employment 
until the dates o f their deaths. The health insurance shall be the Empire Plan with
enhancements or the health insurance plan lata: adopted by the parties through collective 
bargaining. This provision shall sunset December 31,2022. This retirement incentive 
shall apply to all employees covered by the health insurance provisions o f the collective 
bargaining agreement between the Town and Union who have a minimum o f twenty (20) 
years o f fu ll time service with the Town and are at least fifty  five (55) years o f age. Those 
employees eligible to retire under the terms o f this incentive since January 1,2017 that 
are currently on the payroll at the time o f the ratification o f the contract by both parties, 
but have not retired may take advantage by March 31,2018.
Employees who have previously passed on the health insurance retirement incentive w ill 
not be eligible.
A R T IC L E  48 -  L O N G E V IT Y  BONUS
Add Language: Employees hired after the ratification o f the contract w ill not be entitled 
to a longevity bonus.
A R T IC L E  51 -  Term: January 1,2017 to December 31,2022














Effective 12/31/19 -  A ll covered employees shall go up one step 
Effective 12/31/22 -  A ll covered employees shall go up one step
The salary and wages noted above shall apply to all full-time employees who are in each 
and every step and grade o f the contract
A R T IC L E  53 NO  L A Y O F F  PR O V IS IO N  - Remove
A R T IC L E  54 L A G  P A Y R O L L  -  Remove
ADDITIONAL ITEMS:
The practice o f allowing 15 minutes extra during lunch breaks on payday is eliminated 
for all employees effective upon ratification. [As discussed at the November 1,2017 
meeting, although this statement has been agreed upon between the two parties, it shall 
not be written into the Bargaining Agreement.]
TO W N  OF H U NTING TO N U N IT  8751 OF REGION 1, 
SUFFOLK LO C A L 852 OF CSEA LOCALIOOO, 
AFSCM E AFL-C IO
B Y
CHARLES M ANGANO, 
U N IT  PRESIDENT
C IV IL  SERVICE 
Local 1000. AFS<
LOYEES ASSO CIATIO N  Inc.
DATE:
